National meeting of Educators for Peace 
“So that the peace is not only absence of war...” 


Rosario, Argentina, October 28th 2000 

The violence is the reflection of a society in crash. 
The peace, synonym of social justice, of respect of the human, social and cultural rights, was converted by the logic of the markets in an article of exchange. The autoritarism, the overall control and the blackmail, they are their mechanisms by means of which it was able to impose the “peace” in them societies. Today the challenges of the Educators for the Peace is to be located in the face of this reality from a critical perspective, revaluing the deep and holistic analysis of the social and cultural construction, that leads to “Peace” as a dynamic concept, that needs to be developed, the equality of opportunities for the human beings of carrying out its potentialities and the respect to live in dignity.
No longer only the dicotomy closes in “Peace-war”, but rather enlarge it to “Peace-injustice”, “Peace-unemployment”, “Peace-inequality”... 
Today to speak of peace, it is necessary to question the development model and of distribution of the “social goods”; to be located as educators and citizens with the right to live in dignity and freedom. And it is as educators, workers of the education that assembled in the context of the Marina Vilte School, in the area of Education for Development, we defined a Permanent Seminar of Educators for the Peace, that understanding the defense of the education as social right, has proposed specific searches (as education union: labor rights, the pedagogic practice in consonance with the rights of everyone) and interdependent that converge in an only destination: the struggle for the reconstruction of a true state of rights, for the same right to the public education and its expression in the rights of the education workers. 
The presented work axes: 
1.	the work and participation with the NGOs of DDHH and other social organizations for justice and inclusion 
2.	The work of educational training, understanded and protected as a right, to approach the pedagogically human rights, recovering knowledge and revaluing the daily practice, transcending the way of transversal content, converting it first in the ideological platform from which we will design the school organization taking into account the human relationships (the relations of power, the functionality to the model of relationships prevailing...) and to project it then into formal contents. This aspect contemplates also the reconceptualization of the environmental dimension, as inalienable right that derives in the education of values: By a culture of Peace. 
To adopt the conceptual production of the NGOs of DDHH as orientator of the pedagogic task; to formalize a permanent exchange with the Seminar Galego of Education for the Peace; to be part of the spaces of Education for the Peace of the Alliance by a Responsible, Plural and United World... they derived in activities that lead to the “First National Meeting of Educators for the Peace”, carried out the October 28 2000 in the city of Rosario, Province of Santa Fe, directed to: Workers of the formal, not formal and informal education. 
This meeting, under the motto “... so that the peace is not only absence of war.”, aims: 
	To propitiate a meeting space for him restates of them models you relate you. 
Resignify the concept of PEACE. 
To relate PEACE-DEVELOPMENT, as triggers for the construction of a new scientific-educational-social model. 
To restate the spaces of the educational institutions in connection with the teaching of the human rights. 
The modality of the meeting was framed in Seminar-shop and an interdisciplinary boarding was proposed, for it was summoned it to panelists that they could develop different aspects: human rights and gender, children, aboriginal; labor, environmental rights; poverty, exclusion and alternative: interinstitutional work, local and international; pedagogy for a culture of peace. 

Panel: 
Marta Maffei (General Secretary C.T.E.R.A.) 
Manolo Dios Diz (Galician Seminar of Education for the Peace, Spain) 
Rubén Naranjo (Foundation Boys, Rosario) 
Victoria Arce(Leader of Toba Community,Rosario) 
Fernando Ríos (Sec. AMSAFE, V.CONSTITUCIÓN) 
Héctor van der Groeff (environmentalist, Rosario) 
Mabel Gabarra (Indeso WOMAN, Rosario) 
They also participated of this Meeting colleagues of the provinces of Santa Fe, Buenos Aires, Formosa and Santiago del Estero; we debated and we exchanged experiences of activities of different levels of the formal education and also of the formal and informal areas and we proposed to propitiate new meetings aiming: 
·	to deepen the analysis of the models related and their manifestation in the institutional organization, of the institutional culture (Characterized by the “apparent exercise of democracy promoting a participation that hides the dominance mechanisms and repression that the social subject suffer by virtue of this extended social crisis. Where the decisions are made vertically and the social subjects that cohabit in the educational institutions are conditioned their acting by a plot of normative that inhibit a true participation and by the many directive authoritarian attitudes that lean on in a speech that supposedly legitimates them because they are the instigators of the modernization that adapts the institution to the demand of the markets.” Taken of the document Education and institutional culture); 
·	to carry out publications that promote this search, with theoretical contributions and exchanges of experiences 
·	to generate investigation instances and thinking about the environmental issue that is expressed in the poverty imposed by the prevailing hegemonic model, with polluted natural resources, overexploited (mainly human) unemployment in increase and structural crisis and to promote transformational projects from the collective and cooperative participation, exclude the exclusion, sustaining activities that are sustained in the commitment of promoting comanagement strategies and participation with wide social/ambiental information through public audiences and popular initiatives. 
·	to build inclusive emancipator pedagogy, collectively 
As first concretion of what was proposed, it was carried out the Publication: “... to 25 years (of the military blow), of an authoritarian culture toward a culture of peace.” The same that is a collective production of the group of colleagues of the Seminar of Educators for the Peace, with valuable collaborations, is structured considering two aspects: 
·	A theoretical aspect regarding the human rights and the terrorism of State; in this dossier stands out the educational struggles and their missing persons; the impacts of the autoritarism through the ministerial performances of the time, the current consequences of the autoritarism genocidist in the political, economic, social projects of nowadays and the impunity that sustains it. 
·	A pedagogic aspect that consists of two parts: proposals and exchange of experiences, where they pedagogically approach the new marginated of the unemployment and the poverty, the free thought and expression; the right to the non discrimination... and the cinema, the literature, the media, the plastic, the music... as boarding tools. 
Finally they remain, as conclusion and proposal, to deepen the analysis and the daily practices from the education sustained conceptually in the human rights, which allows to understand that as teachers first we should feel and struggle for our own social and labor rights so that then we can propose a emancipator pedagogy where the bonds, the boarding of the conflicts, the struggle for the justice and the Life in Dignity, develop: 
1.	Education in and for the human rights 
2.	Education for the conflict and the disobedience 
3.	Education for the organic, cultural diversity, of gender 
4.	Education for the disarmament 
5.	Education for the development
As we already expressed in our publication: “... to suspect of the established order, to break the hegemonic, dominant speech, to recognize how much of the authoritarian historical load still inhabits us... to build the peace from the otherness, the diversity, the multiculturality... maybe to begin to build the road of a new thought... new conscience, new thought that hurts the old and unjust practice of sustaining a hegemony world” (E.Rozenzvaig). Life in Peace and Dignity for those that have rights to dream, to work and to fight. 

